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"Southern Boss, are you done deciding? Are you coming to the central region with me, or are you staying here?" Hades asked,

setting aside his plan to take Leon out.

"Well," The Southern Boss muttered thoughtfully and decided. "Never mind. I'm heading to the western region! The Western

Boss is a friend of mine and I will seek refuge with him. Once I get better. I'll go to the central region," the Southern Boss said.

He was wanted for working with Hades and the Demon Lord, so Alfred and the Dragon Guards would not show him any mercy.

Therefore, it would only be possible for him to remain in the southern region. However, he knew no one in the central region, so it

seemed pointless to head there either.

The Dragon Guards in the central region were far more powerful, including martial artists in the Peak Almighty State and even

the Semi-Saint State.

The Southern Boss was only at the Advanced Almighty State and was badly injured; if he ran into the Dragon Guards in the

central region, he would certainly perish.

In the end, he decided to hide under the Western Boss's protection, so that he could focus on recovering and could get the

Western Boss's help to save Rodney from the Thompsons once he recovered.

Leon and the Thompsons caused everything that he suffered and he swore to retaliate no matter the cost.

However, Leon was simply far too formidable and he knew that he might not be capable of harming Leon, so he decided to leave

it to Hades and Brahma. Once they eliminated Leon, he could find a way to destroy the Thompsons.

"Do as you please! If you don't intend to head to the central region, I'll get going now!" Hades said.

Fearing that the Dragon Guards would catch up with him at any moment, he did not linger and bided farewell with the Southern

Boss, before leaving.

Once Hades left, the Southern Boss started heading toward the western region to seek refuge with the Western Boss.

Meanwhile, in the Heavenly Waters Estate, Leon just entered the recovery phase and was resting on his bed while the others

stayed by his side to care for him.

Sometime later, colors began to return to his cheeks and he slowly began to recover.

"Leon, that Potential Energy Force you wielded was so impressive! Where'd you get it?" Ruth blurted out asking, still caught in

shock by the power of the Potential Energy Force she witnessed earlier.

Iris, Cynthia, and Snow all felt the same.

Though they saw Leon wield it once in the past, he only managed to injure a martial artist in the Emperor State, which led them

to believe that its power was at the Emperor or the Almighty State at best. To their bewilderment, the Potential Energy Force's

power surpassed their imagination and took out even the Demon Lord within a blink of an eye.

At that moment, they finally realized they underestimated the Potential Energy Force Leon possessed.
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